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Subject: ViagraFor sale...cheap sale! #1 ONLINE PHARM.. 2w4
BuyVIAGRA 25mg, 50mg, 100mg,

BrandViagra, FemaleViagra from $1.15 per pill
ViagraNoPrescription needed - from Certified Canadian 

Pharmacy
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Does this sound familiar?



Subject: Experience with BiggerPenis Today! Grow 3-inches 
more

The Safest & Most Effective Methods Of_PenisEn1argement.
Save your time and money!

BetterErections with effective Ma1eEnhancement products.
#1 Ma1eEnhancement Supplement. Trusted by Millions. Buy 

Today!
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Ever seen this before?



Subject:You have a payment of $1,100,000.00 USD
AWARD WINNING NOTICE

Ref No.939/428/925

Batch No.975/7543093

Ticket/Series No.MY7596453

Amount Won: $1,100,000.00 USD

Attn: Email Bearer,

This is to formally inform and congratulate you on the result of the

online cyber lottery which was conducted from an exclusive list of 

1,000.000 email addresses of individual and corporate bodies selected 

by an advanced automated random computer ballot system from the internet.

Your e-mail address emerged as a winner in the category "A" with the

following information enclosed.

You are therefore to receive a cash prize of $1,100,000.00. (One Million

One Hundred Thousand United States Dollars).

To file in for the processing of your prize winnings, you are advised to

contact our Certified and Accredited claims agent for category "A" winners

with the information below:

*************************************

Name: Dekker Jeffrey

Tel: +60 143 457 907

Email:dkkrjf@aol.com

*************************************
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Got rich lately?



Subject: ADMINISTRATOR (VITAL INFORMATION FOR YOU 
TODAY)

Beloved get back to me if you are interested

Greetings to you in the name of our lord, 

United Nations Office, 

3 Whitehall Court SW1A 

2EL London U.K

Tele.  +44-702 408 4708

Dear .

I have an important secret business to discuss with you and I believe you will keep it secret and help me keep this money which was entrusted in my hands as  
a clergy man from my peace keeping visit to Iraq during the peace keeping mission . 

I am a priest and I do not know how to explain about the money to my Parish because in Ukraine, they will want to take over the 25.5 
Million Dollars, We can work together to achieve success if you will agree to claim the money as donation.

We will build schools; help out poor missionaries and orphanages, we will teach people to know and to serve God. I promised in the name of God, I will 
adequately compensate you with a reasonable amount if you agree to assist me.  

Please keep this proposal secret and respond.

Regards, Rev.Raphael Oleg
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Trust me?



STOP IT NOW!!!!
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HOW???
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For example, like this:

WORD PATTERN = (CONGRATULATION, WON, LOTTERY, 
PROMOTERS, WINNING, WINNER, CASH, PRIZE, BANK, 

ACCOUNT, PAY, TRANSFER, ONLY, 30$, NOT, THAT, MUCH, 
WHEN, YOU, WON, 1,000,000,000, DOLLARS, RIGHT?,…)
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WORD PATTERN → Numb3rs = 
(1,1,0,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,…,0,1) 

transformation

--------->



Habla probabilistico?
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P(SPAM|WORD PATTERN)=?

Rev. T. Bayes

P(SPAM|WORD PATTERN)
= 

P(WORD PATTERN|SPAM)P(SPAM)

________________________________________________

P(WORD PATTERN|SPAM)P(SPAM) + P(WORD PATTERN|NOT SPAM)P(NOT SPAM)



Never let a man do a machine’s job?
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P(SPAM|WORD PATTERN) 
=BIG(close to 1)

FLAG AS SPAM!



But how SHOULD we approach the problem 
of classification according to the 

principles of probability?
We (JC, Yaqiong Cui, Timo Koski and 
Jukka Sirén) did set out to find some 

answers…
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Let’s start by standing on the shoulders 
of these tres hombres…
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Our agenda:
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Exchangeability + stochastic classification structures ->
inductive principles for classification.

Standard marginal classification vs. simultaneous classification
principle pioneered by S. Geisser.

Operationalization of simultaneous classification by 
introducing random urn models.

Novel principle for predictive classification by extending the 
simultaneous classifier.



We have:
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Set M of m training items (objects).
For each i ϵM we observe d-dimensional feature 
vector zi with zil ϵ{1,…,rl }, where rl is finite for each 
l=1,…,d.

A known labeling T, i.e. classification, of M into k
possible sources or classes.



We also have:
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Set N of n items lacking labeling, i.e. exact source of 
each such item is unknown (test items).

For each i ϵN we observe d-dimensional vector xi with 
comparable definition as zi .

How to proceed to learn about the 
sources/classes of items in N ?



Probabilistic basis of standard marginal 
supervised generative classifier:
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Assume the item data in M and N are generated i.i.d. 
by a parametric model p(•|θc) for each of the classes 
c=1,…,k.

The training data zi with the labeling T will enable 
estimation of p(•|θc) using e.g. ML or Bayesian 
techniques.

Let p(ci ) be the prior probability that i came from 
class c.



Probabilistic basis of standard marginal 
supervised generative classifier:
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Posterior probability of the class for each i ϵN  
separately (i.i.d.) is given by the rev. T. Bayes ;
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Some remarks I:
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No more learning about p(•|θc)  after the 
training data have been used.

The i.i.d. assumption conditions on a fixed 
underlying probability measure, BUT we only have 
partial knowledge given the training data!



Some remarks II:
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There is dependence among the items in N 
induced by the fact that we don’t exactly know 
their sources and p(•|θc).

The standard i.i.d. approach is 
an asymptotic approximation 
to the real thing, 
which will be discussed below.



Predictive classification based on 
stochastic structures:
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Simultaneous classification/labeling of all 
items in N represented by S.

S is unknown a priori -> need prior probabilities 
p(S|T) on S.

The prior describes the simultaneous 
classification uncertainty.



By rules of probability we get the 
posterior of S:
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No parameters θ here!
Rules of predictive probability -> Integrate out all uncertain 
quantities!!



Inductive rule of classification I
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.),,|( )()( TzxSp MN

A simultaneous predictive classifier maximizes
the posterior probability:



Inductive rule of classification II
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A marginalized predictive classifier marginalizes 
the joint posterior over space of S :
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Law of total probability -> marginalized 
classifier.



How to obtain the predictive probabilities?
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Start with exchangeability (Bruno deFinetti
1920’s and 30’s).
A sequence of stochastic quantities y1 ,…,yn is 
exchangeable if the joint predictive probability 
model p(y1 ,…,yn ) is the same for every 
permutation of y1 ,…,yn 
A sequence of stochastic quantities y1 ,… is 
infinitely exchangeable if its every finite 
subsequence is exchangeable.



How to obtain the predictive probabilities?
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Exchangeability captures a notion of predictive 
symmetry in a thought experiment where data 
is observed. 

deFinetti’s representation theorem (DRT) -
says how predictive modeling relates to i.i.d. 
modeling!



How to obtain the predictive probabilities?
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DRT -> predictive model = an infinite mixture 
of parametric distributions.

The mixing is w.r.t. a measure quantifying 
uncertainty about parameters.



Predictive model under generalized 
exchangeability
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Theorem. Assume the observed sets of feature 
vectors are unrestrictedly infinitely 
exchangeable. Then:
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Predictive model under generalized 
exchangeability
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If p(θ) is product Dirichlet(λclj) distribution, 
then the predictive probability equals :
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Theorem. Assume limits of ML-estimates 
of pclj exist. Then, marginal (i.i.d. based) 
and simultaneous classifiers are 
asymptotically equivalent as m -> ∞.



Some remarks I:
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THM says : no additional learning by the 
simultaneous classifier when lots of training 
data.

m increases -> We learn p(•|θc)’s ‘exactly’ -> 
The ‘extra’ dependence among test items 
vanishes -> the simultaneous classifier ≈ i.i.d. 
approach.



Some remarks I:
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Practical consequence -> marginal okay for big 
m and much simpler to use! 

BUT, the expected accuracies may differ 
considerably when m small / k large!
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Theorem. The simultaneous classifier is an 
optimal rule under 0-1 utility function on 
S (only correct classification of all test 
items is rewarded).
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Theorem. The marginalized classifier is an 
optimal rule under a utility function, which 
rewards each S by # of correctly 
classified items.



Implementation:
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The fancier classifiers require advanced computation…

Experiments done with greedy optimization (simultaneous) 
and Gibbs sampler (both simultaneous and marginalized).

Gains in classification accuracy nearly always obtained!
But Gibbs converges very slowly ->



Idea:
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Use non-reversible MCMC algorithms 
with intelligent proposals developed in 
Corander et al. (2006 Statist Comput), 
modified with adaptive updates (non-
stationary MC’s) ☺



Numerical illustrations I, 
classification accuracy
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0.46660.43600.44140.4392Setup 3:

0.69880.67080.66720.6220Setup 2:

0.66800.64520.63880.6088Setup 1:

mgzdsim.Gibbssim.greedmarginal

Setup 1: k=5,d=10,m=10,n=25
Setup 2: k=5,d=10,m=10,n=50
Setup 3: k=10,d=10,m=20,n=50



Numerical illustrations II, 
classification accuracy
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Analysis of real bacterial data with 15 classes of varying sizes. 
Between 15-495 test samples and 403-898 training samples were available in the 
experiments.
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Case of semi-supervised classification:
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In semi-supervised classification only a subset of the eligible 
classes might be in T.

The classification structure S can then contain classes that 
are present in T and new classes that are identifiable only in 
terms of their contents.

The number of such classification structures can be computed 
by considering the known and the new classes separately.

Marginal, simultaneous and marginalized predictive 
classification rules can then be defined accordingly for this 
situation.



What's then left in the closet to explore?
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Different data types.

Generalization to Gaussian data under arbitrary 
decomposable graphical models.

Semi-supervised predictive model with a Markov field for 
querying public databases on bacterial DNA with novel 
samples.

Some deeper thoughts about induction for unknown 
alphabet sizes and sequentially arriving data are also in 
progress...



That’s all folks, thank you for the attention!
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